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Abstract
Mammograms screening, which are administered to detect 
breast cancer in women and they have no apparent symptoms. 
The mammogram diagnosing are mainly used after the suspi-
cious results while on screening or sometimes after the signs of 
breast cancer it will help us to guide the physician for check that 
particular region or that tissue. In order to identify the affected 
region by the help of segmentation technique. An effective way 
for detecting the breast cancer affected regions in mammo-
grams by image segmentation method. It will give better diag-
nosis for tumor affected regions. The proposed model helps to 
improve the diagnostic performance of breast cancer disease. 
In order to detect the tumor affected regions by segmentation 
technique. Further those segmented regions features are ex-
tracted and it is trained completely, finally trained images are 
classified by the efficient classifier of different classes in mam-
mogram. Our process is to compare the deep learning model 
(CNN image features). 
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cancer is a well-known and spread public health 

problem around the world. According to medical care 
agencies, in 2012 approximately 8.2 million death were 

caused by cancer. The number is horribly increasing 
and expected to become 27 million by 2030.Breast 
cancer is one of the most mortal cancer type among 
women. Most of the death caused by breast cancer is 
mainly due to the wrong or late evaluation of the can-
cer. Early detection of breast cancer is the key factor 
for the protection and survival of a woman who is af-
fected by breast cancer. It is screened nowadays using 
mammography and X-Rays screening. Microwave de-
tection is also being used for the detection of breast 
cancer tumor. Although a lot of researches are being 
carried out yearly about the roots of the breast can-
cer, no evidences have been found revealing the main 
causes of the disease. The main and most important 
classification of the cancer is to decide whether the 
tumor is benign or malignant. The malignant tumor 
on the other hand is more concerned by the strong 
treatment without considering The use of artificial 
intelligence and machine learning can offer a very 
cheap, fast, easy, and accurate method for tumor kind 
detection. An intelligent system provided with enough 
information can assist also medicines in the classifi-
cation and evaluation of the infection type. Convolu-
tional neural networks are widely used nowadays in 
different science fields. They present a powerful tool 
that can work and learn the same way human brains 
do. They have the potential to generalize patterns and 
learn using examples. Development of digital process-
ing technologies is increasing the power of the arti-
ficial neural networks. Fast computers with enough 
memories can perform very complex recognition and 
classification tasks in an accurate and fast manner

The term digital image refers to processing of a two 
dimensional picture by a digital computer. In a broad-
er context, it implies digital processing of any two 
dimensional data. A digital image is an array of real 
or complex numbers represented by a finite number 
of bits. An image given in the form of a transparen-
cy, slide, photograph or an X-ray is first digitized and 
stored as a matrix of binary digits in computer mem-
ory. This digitized image can then be processed and/
or displayed on a high- resolution television monitor. 
For display, the image is stored in a rapid-access buffer 
memory, which refreshes the monitor at a rate of 25 
frames per second to produce a visually continuous 
display. Inspection and interpretation of images ob-
tained from X-rays, MRI or CAT scans, analysis of cell 
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images, of chromosome karyotypes. In medical ap-
plications, one is concerned with processing of chest 
X-rays, cine angiograms, projection images of trans 
axial tomography and other medical images that oc-
cur in radiology, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
and ultrasonic scanning. These images may be used 
for patient screening and monitoring or for detection 
of tumors’ or other disease in patients. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM
Breast cancer has been identified as the second 

leading cause of death among women Worldwide after 
lung cancer and hence, it becomes extremely crucial 
to identify it an early stage, which can considerably 
increase the chances of survival. The most important 
part in cancer detection is to be able to differentiate 
between benign and malignant tumors and this is 
where the work of machine learning comes in. A com-
parative study to evaluate how well supervised ma-
chine learning algorithms can be used in breast cancer 
prediction. Detection of features in CT/MRI images 
proved to be less efficient Accurate, unreliable for both 
database and real time images. This techniques take 
more computational time. 

Fig. 1: Work flow diagram

III. LITERATURE SURVEY

1. Siyabend Turgut et al., “Microarray Breast 
Cancer Data Classification Using Machine 
Learning Methods” [IEEE 2018] 

The paper uses microarray breast cancer data for 
classification of the patients using machine learning 
methods. In the first case, eight different machine 
learning algorithms are applied to the dataset and 
the results of classification were noted. Then in the 

second case, two different feature selection methods 
such as Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) and Ran-
domized Logistic Regression (RLR) were applied on 
the microarray breast cancer dataset and 50 features 
were chosen as stop criterion. Again, the same eight 
machine learning algorithms were applied on the 
modified dataset. The results of the classifications are 
compared with each other and with the results of the 
first case. The methods applied are SVM, KNN, MLP, 
Decision Trees, Random Forest, Logistic Regression, 
Adaboost and Gradient Boosting Machines. After 
applying the two different feature selection methods, 
SVM gave the best results. MLP is applied using dif-
ferent number of layers and neurons to examine the 
effect of the number of layers and neurons on the clas-
sification accuracy. 

2. Varalatchoumy M et al., “Four Novel 
Approaches for Detection of Region of
Interest in Mammograms - A Comparative 
Study” [ICISS 2017] 

The paper compares Four new approaches used 
for discovery of Region of Interest in Mammographic 
images predicated on database and Real time images. 
In Approach I histogram equalization and dynamic 
thresholding ways were used for preprocessing. Re-
gion of Interest(ROI) was partitioned from the pre-
processed image by using speck mass optimization 
and k- means clustering styles. In Approach II prepro-
cessing was done using various morphological oper-
ations like erosion followed by dilation. For the iden-
tification of ROI, a modified approach of watershed 
segmentation was used. Approach III uses histogram 
equalization for preprocessing and an advanced posi-
tion set approach for performing segmentation. Ap-
proach IV, which is considered to be the most effective 
approach that uses different morphological operations 
and distinction limited adaptive histogram equaliza-
tion for image preprocessing. A truly new algorithm 
was developed for discovery of Region of Interest. Ap-
proaches I and II were applicable for Mammographic 
Image Analysis Society(MIAS) database images alone. 
Approaches III and IV were applicable for MIAS and 
Real time sanitorium images. The various graphs pre-
sented in the relative study, fluently depicts that the 
new approach that used a new algorithm for discovery 
of ROI is proved to be the most effective, accurate and 
largely reliable approach that can be used by radiolo-
gists to descry excrescences in MRM images. I
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3. Ameer Nisha. S et al., “A Study 
on Surf & Hogs Descriptor 
for Alzheimer’s Disease Detection” 
[IRJET 2017] 

In this paper, a detecting system of brain abnor-
mality is proposed through glamorous resonance im-
aging. veritably bitsy and minute structural difference 
of brain may gradationally & sluggishly affect in ma-
jor complaint of brain which may beget Alzheimer’s 
complaint. Then the primary focus is given for discov-
ery & opinion of Alzheimer’s complaint. This paper 
introduces a simple stoner-friendly GUI grounded 
operation for discovery of Alzheimer’s complaint by 
recycling images of brain by taking MRI scrutinized 
images of brain as input data source, and assaying its 
morphological abnormalities for the opinion. Suds 
descriptor and overeater descriptor are veritably good 
features to use among the being ways to descry the 
complaint. The combining features of suds and over-
eater descriptor is used to descry similar complaint. 
The histogram of acquainted slants(overeater) is a 
point descriptor used for the purpose of object discov-
ery. The fashion counts circumstances of grade expo-
sure in localized portions of an image. Suds(Speeded 
UP Robust point) is a original robust point sensor. The 
purpose of point point matching is to find up the point 
point from the same position in two images and match 
a couple of point points. Suds adopts nearest neighbor. 
A suds descriptor is a 64- dimensional vector which 
need new data structure to place. 

4. Anj iReddyVaka, BadalSoni, 
SudheerReddyK.., “Breast cancer detection 
byleveraging Machine Learning” at Science 
Direct -ICT Express 2020

In this paper, India has witnessed 30 of the cas-
es of bone cancer during the last many times and it’s 
likely to increase. bone cancer in India accounts that 
one woman is diagnosed every two twinkles and every 
nine twinkles, one woman dies. Beforehand discovery 
and opinion can save the lives of cancer cases. A new 
system to descry bone cancer by employing ways of 
Machine literacy. The proposed system has produced 
largely accurate and effective results when compared 
to the being styles. 

5. Abien Fred M. Agarap.., “On Breast 
Cancer Detection: An Application 
of Machine Learning Algorithms 

on the Wisconsin Diagnostic Dataset “ 
ICMLSC 2018

This paper presents a comparison of machine lit-
eracy(ML) algorithms by measuring their bracket test 
delicacy, and their perceptivity and particularity val-
ues. The said dataset consists of features which were 
reckoned from digitized images of FNA tests on a 
bone mass. For the perpetration of the ML algorithms, 
the dataset was partitioned in the following fashion 70 
for training phase, and 30 for the testing phase. 

6. Deep Learning using Linear Support 
Vector Machines.., “Yichuan Tang” ICML 
2013 Challenges in Representation Learning

Recently, fully-connected and convolutional neural 
networks have been trained to reach state-of-the-art 
performance on a wide variety of tasks such as speech 
recognition, image classification, natural language pro-
cessing, and bioinformatics. For classification tasks, 
most of these “deep learning” models employ the soft-
max activation function for prognostication and mini-
mize cross- entropy loss. In this paper, we demonstrate 
a small but consistent advantage of send something 
back the softmax layer with a linear support vector ma-
chine. Learning reduces a margin-based loss instead of 
the cross-entropy loss. While there have many kinds of 
combinations of neural nets and SVMs in prior art. 

7. Siy abendTurgut et al., “Microarray Breast 
Cancer Data Classification Using Machine 
Learning Methods”

The paper uses microarray breast cancer data for 
classification of the patients using machine learning 
methods. In the first case, eight different machine 
learning algorithm applied to the dataset and the re-
sults of classification were noted. Then in the second 
case, two different feature selection methods such as 
Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) and Random-
ized Logistic Regression (RLR) were applied on the 
microarray breast cancer dataset and 50 features were 
chosen as stop criterion. Again, the same eight ma-
chine

Learning algorithms were applied on the modified 
dataset. The results of the classifications are compared 
with each other and with the results of the first case. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
We are going to create & compare the multiple cus-

tom Convolutional Neural Networks model to build a 
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low- cost method for breast cancer CT image classi-
fication through deep-learning with the implementa-
tion steps in the sequence of dataset

Fairly well even when there are only small changes 
in data. 
• It requires the less processing time only. 
• High accuracy

Fig. 2 : Flow Chart

Fig. 3 : System Architecture

Fig. 4 : CNN Architecture

Module Description: 

Module 1a: 
Import & Extract the Dataset/database Image 

to the current working directory. After that, read 
any one of the Input images from the directory, 
without reading the image we can’t process for fur-
ther stages. So initially reading the image is most 
important. 

Module 1b: 
After reading the input image, then we go to the 

preprocessing stage. In this stage, if the input image 
is in RGB, then we convert the RGB image into Gray-
scale form. Because Grayscale image is used on most 
processes. And that input Grayscale is taken up for 
Image Enhancement. In that input Grayscale image 
is affected by any kind of noise, then we need to ne-
glect the noise from the image by using the filtering 
technique. Or else the input Grayscale image has poor 
visibility, then we need to improve the visibility by in-
creasing the level of contrast/brightness for getting the 
enhanced image as output. 

After the Image enhancement, that enhanced im-
age is segmented & obtaining the disease affected re-
gion. That segmented Disease affected region is taken 
up for feature extraction purposes. Those image fea-
tures are extracted by CNN. 

Module 2: 
Reshaping the image (i. e. aligning the rows & col-

umns), after that next process will be data splitting. 
Complete data is splitter into 4: 1 ratio, 80% ratio allo-
cated for training &

20 % allocated for testing. Once we independent 
& dependent features are split (i. e. training & test-
ing). Next step will be CNN network creation by ker-
as&tensorflow library. 
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Module 3: 
CNN model, will feature extracted image values 

along with prediction class labels Train data will be ap-
plied to the cnn model, in order to train the classifier 
based on the feature vector with prediction class. Once 
the model is trained, then taken up for prediction. 

Fig. 5 : Module Block Diagram

V. RESULT SIMULATION OUTPUT 

MODEL 1: CNN OWN MODEL
 

Fig. 6 : Accuracy Vs Epoch

Fig. 7 : Loss Vs Epoch

MODEL 2: CN N PREDEFIND

Fig. 8 : Accuracy Vs Epoch

Fig. 9: Loss Vs Epoch

MODEL 3: RNN MODEL

Fig 10: Accuracy Vs Epoch

Fig 11: Loss Vs Epoch
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VI. CONCLUSION
In our work, we created the 3 custom (own) Con-

volution neural network models in order to classify 
the breast cancer images. The custom CNN classifier 
that works well on recognition problems, Model 1 – 
own CNN model got 99.0043 %, model 2 has 98.9838 
% and model 3 got 44.0669% accuracy. When com-
pare with other 2 CNN models, custom CNN model 
-1 whose performance is good. In the future, imple-
menting breast detection & classification based on re-
al-time image. 

Model Accuracy Result
Model 1 99.0043% Succeed
Model 2 98.9838% Partially succeed
Model 3 44.0669% Failed
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